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Writing involves hours of contemplation, severe restrictive measures and time-consuming attention. To write, one must be attuned to the world around. The most important thing like in painting or the other skills is to find one’s voice. The basic talent of self-expression that is writing a flawless paragraph of prose is not enough to make one’s self felt in life of a writer. It is the juxtaposition and choice of words which are themselves unique because of their special qualitative and quantitative structure that meld with a flowing mainstream of logical thought in a sentence. Variety gives the writing style, life and shape for its subtlety, tone, meaning and memorable diction of expressiveness. Again, style dominates the whole page and what stands out is not reportage of facts insipid and bare and almost irrelevant, but words and thoughts melded with a command and use of the language that makes it more distinctive and different to what has been said before. This makes the style of writing, unique and exclusive and this is what we should aim for.